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Camping and Rving Travel Related Consumers and Professional Web
Designers Announce the Launch of eCampsite.com

A free online campground and RV parks directory and guide covering the United States with
cross referenced attractions and events throughout every state to help campers plan their trips
easily and efficiently is only scratching the surface of what is available to campers and RVers
on eCampSite.com. The goal of bringing a variety of camping and RVing industry related
information to one place has been reached and continues to grow as industry leaders contribute
their knowledge and sponsorship.

(PRWEB) February 15, 2005 -- The launch of http://www.eCampSite.com brings campers a complete and
informative camping interest web portal where users can easily search for campgrounds and RVparks
throughout the United States of America without charge. The well organized online campground directory
includes printable eBrochures and campground website links to help visitors find campgrounds efficiently.
Users will also find the campground and RVparks directory includes links to each campgrounds' money saving
discount clubs and affiliations.

eCampSite.com provides camping and RVingenthusiasts with information about online retail camping
equipment and supply stores along with a wealth of information about RVingincluding where to find
maintenance manuals and advice to consider before purchasing a recreational vehicle. Visitors are invited to
share their tips, tricks and camping recipes or enjoy some camping comedy from contributing authors and a
contributing cartoonist.

Campground and RVpark owners are encouraged to add their campground or resort to the rapidly growing
directory prior to their peak season to ensure their listing is available to visitors.

The owners of eCampSite.com stated, "As professional web designers and programmers we use the internet
ourselves to find information of personal interest. We simply could not find a well organized campground guide
along with a variety of camping and RVingrelated information in one place". eCampSite continued, "A
company simply will not advertise resources from a business they compete with. An association will not
advertise non-member campgrounds. We are not owners of a retail store, a printed campground directory, or
campground chain owners so we are not in competition with any industry related website or land based
company.Wewanted to provide a 'one stop camping shop' so to speak and are able to do that".

RV dealers, campground owners, camping equipment and supply chains, and any camping industry company
will find a simple and comprehensive place to bring their goods and businesses to the consumers attention.

RVersand tent campers alike can freely browse all areas of eCampSite.com and find continuously updated
information, articles, campground listings, attractions, product reviews, and a simplified links system making it
easy to find outside related resources.

For more information, visit http://www.ecampsite.com
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Contact Information
Jason or Michelle
eCampSite
http://www.ecampsite.com
419-635-2402

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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